
 

 

 

 

 13th July 2017 

Run Number 350  

Lingdale Road and Hilbre Island 

 

Compo, Carthief, ET, Victim, Hansel, OTT, Welsh Maid, Breast Stroke, Tagi, 
Snoozanne (co-Hare), Mad Hatter (co-Hare), Virgin on the Ridiculous 

Meeting up at Lingdale Road  

Hansel handed out peanuts for extra energy 

 

 

There was a daring suggestion that the Hash Flash be moved onto the beach 
(rather than on the footpath as on previous versions). 



 

Compo shot off across the sand with the rest of us wondering if he had been 
told about a secret beer stash on Little Eye. 

Others took a more leisurely approach 

 



Arriving a Little Eye Virgin on the Ridiculous found a camel to sit astride or is 
that a dinosaur (I mean the log). 

 

After a Regroup the FRBs ran (walked fast) to Middle Eye and spotted the 
remainder well spread out (in terms of the gaps between them rather than any 
waistband increase) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Middle Eye and OTT’s famous refreshments appeared 

 

  



A Hash Flash 

 

With Carthief suddenly developing a third leg 

 

  



Mid-summer temperatures (UK ones that is) were evident as we made our way 
across Middle Eye 

 

 

Compo had his Romeo and Juliet moment on Hilbre Island 

 



The Pack strolling on Hilbre Island 

 

Welsh Maid made it to the top 

 



The Pack made it back to the start where Mad Hatter had set up the BBQ

 

and a wind break. 

The sausages and burgers went down well and then the rain started but did 
not stop the circle taking place. 

Your scribe had to leave so the Down Downs were recorded as follows 

OTT’s recollection 

Down downs from temporary RA Hansel: 

Welsh Maid- a returner, her drink grabbed from her hand by Hansel as she was 
driving  

Compo for being all in a bilious shade of green 

ET and Breast Stroke representing our tennis failures Andy and Jo  

Snoozanne and Mad Hatter Hares and providing the BBQ  

OTT for providing drinks etc. at Middle Eye 

Tagi for passing her exams  



Victim (not sure why, maybe bad behaviour of Luna)  

Hansel omitted to give VR a Down Down, must remember her next time! 

 

Victim’s recollection 

Victim for either having a barking mad dog or failing to rise to the occasion and 
collecting the hash cash - not quite sure which. 

Tagi for passing her German and Italian exams  

OTT? for supplying G&Ts complete with a dash of lemon on Middle Eye. 

Hansel for barbecuing skills 
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